Topological insulators (TI)[@b1][@b2][@b3] are a new class of materials with some unique features. Three-dimensional TIs are metallic at the surfaces with an insulating bulk. Their topological nature provides robust surface states, which can be perturbed only by magnetic impurities. These distinctive features of TIs are the gateway for many interesting phenomenon[@b4][@b5][@b6]. In particular, the suppression of back-scattering[@b7][@b8] and the strong spin-momentum locking make TIs especially attractive material candidates in the arena of spintronics[@b9][@b10][@b11][@b12].

TI thin films are of great recent interest to physicists as they can provide a captivating new avenue to eliminate the unwanted bulk contributions. TI thin films differ from semi-infinite bulk TI slabs in that they possess both top and bottom surfaces which can couple to each other across the finite thickness[@b13][@b14][@b15]. This leads to a number of interesting effects, for example, the topological phase transition[@b16][@b17][@b18][@b19], giant magneto-conductance effects[@b20][@b21], the quantum spin Hall effect[@b14] and possible excitonic super-fluidity[@b22]. In recent years, various novel devices based on TI and ferromagnets (FM) have been proposed. The TI/FM interface[@b23] is believed to be a potentially very interesting system to investigate. For example, there is a theoretical study[@b24] on the transport of charge as well as spin in TIs with FM electrodes. The quantum anomalous Hall effect[@b25] and inverse spin-galvanic effect[@b26] have also been investigated in this system. Besides, there have been numerous experimental studies on the TI/FM interface[@b27][@b28][@b29].

Furthermore, the Fermi surfaces of 3D TIs show some peculiarities, as their shapes are modulated by the electrochemical potential. The Hamiltonian of the 2D surface states of a 3D TI can be written as[@b30]^30^ , which exhibits *C*~3~ symmetry as the Fermi velocity is the same in all in-plane directions. Thus the Fermi surface associated with *H*~2D~ is circular. However, in ARPES experiments, the measured Fermi surfaces of some 3D TI materials deviate from the circular profile predicted by *H*~2D~ at intermediate values of Fermi energy[@b31][@b32][@b33]. Based on the symmetries of the underlying crystal structure, a cubic momentum correction factor, termed as hexagonal warping, has been proposed[@b30] to explain the experimentally measured Fermi surfaces of some TIs like Bi~2~Te~3~. As the electrochemical potential increases, one first encounters a hexagonal Fermi surface which transforms to a snowflake geometry at higher values of electrochemical potential.

On the other hand, capacitance in electrical devices is a well-known concept. In these systems there exists another contribution in the capacitance, known as quantum capacitance which is associated with the density of states (DOS) of the material[@b34]. For two-dimensional materials such as graphene, 2D electron gas and the surface states of 3D TIs, quantum capacitance gives the dominant contribution in the capacitance measurement. A special feature of quantum capacitance is that it exhibits oscillations as the external magnetic field is varied[@b17][@b35]. While the quantum capacitance in TI thin films in out-of-plane magnetic field with[@b17] and without[@b36] the hexagonal warping has previously been studied, the effects of an in-plane magnetization[@b37] on a TI thin film system with an out-of-plane magnetic field have, to the best of our knowledge, not been studied yet. In the absence of the out-of-plane magnetic field, the in-plane magnetization lifts the energy degeneracy between the states localized near the top, and those near the bottom, of the film[@b23]. The magnetization also leads to a *k*-space displacement of the two distinct. Dirac cones corresponding to the states localized near the two surfaces even when hexagonal warping is present[@b38]. It is very natural to expect that the application of the magnetic field will further modify the band structure and modulate the DOS of the system. We are thus motivated to investigate the effect of the in-plane magnetization on the oscillating pattern of the quantum capacitance for a TI thin film system with an in-plane magnetization and an out-of-plane magnetic field as schematically illustrated in [Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}. We have included the source, drain and gate terminals connected to a capacitance bridge in a typical measurement setup[@b39][@b40] in the figure. We refer the reader to the cited references for more details on the experimental measurement of the quantum capacitance -- in particular, ref. [@b39] has a schematic diagram for the quantum capacitance bridge circuit illustrated in the figure.

The ultrathin TI Hamiltonian and energy corrections
===================================================

We write our model Hamiltonian as

The first term on the right hand side is due to spin-momentum locking effect, with v*~F~* being the Fermi velocity. *σ*~*i*~ and *τ*~*i*~ with *i* = *x, y, z* are the spin and the surface pseudospin degrees of freedom respectively. Here π denotes the minimal momentum and *τ*~*z*~ = ±1 denotes the states localized near the top/bottom surfaces respectively. Compared to the Hamiltonian for a semi-infinite slab, the first term has an additional *τ*~*z*~ term with differing signs for the top and lower surfaces as the former has a normal in the + direction and the latter in the opposite direction. The second term is due to the out-of-plane external magnetic field (B), with Δ = r*B*. , *g* is the effective *g*-factor, is the Bohr magneton, *m* is the free-electron mass, and *e* is the electron charge. Here we consider the magnetic field to be in the out-of-plane () direction. Δ~*t*~ denotes the hybridization energy, which accounts for the tunnelling between the top and bottom surface states. The fourth term , is the hexagonal warping term, with *λ* as the warping parameter. The last term is the in-plane magnetization term which arises due to the FM layer on the top of the TI thin film. A local axially-symmetric single-particle coupling appears in the system due to the ferromagnetic layer, which can be written as where *M* is the magnitude of the in-plane magnetization pointing in the (*M*~*x*~, *M*~*y*~) = *M*(cos(*ϕ*~*m*~), sin(*ϕ*~*m*~)) direction (we have absorbed the various coupling constants into the definition of ). Thus one can rewrite [Eq. (1)](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"} as, *H* = *H*~0~ + *H*′ + *H*~*p*~ where *H*~0~ = *v*~*F*~ (*σ*~*x*~*π*~*y*~ − *σ*~*y*~*π*~*x*~)*τ*~*z*~ + Δ*σ*~*z*~ + Δ~*t*~*τ*~*x*~.

We now introduce the following ladder operators , , with as the magnetic length, in order to diagonalize *H*. Here , is the gauge invariant momentum in the presence of the external magnetic field. Thus one can rewrite *H*~0~ in terms of the ladder operators as[@b16][@b17]

where is the characteristic frequency analogous to the cyclotron frequency of a usual 2DEG.

We can readily write the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian *H*~0~ as[@b16][@b17]

where \|*n, T(B*), ↑ (↓)〉 is the *n*-th Landau Level (LL) eigenstate pertaining to the Hamiltonian *H*~0~ in [Eq. 2](#eq14){ref-type="disp-formula"} localized near the top (bottom) surface with spin up (down). Here *α* = 0, 1, *s* = ±, *n* = 0, ..., ∞ and

Similarly one can readily obtain the energy eigenvalues of Hamiltonian *H*~0~ as

Now returning back to the Hamiltonian in [Eq. 1](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"}, we have also the extra terms due to the warping and in-plane magnetization. We consider each of these terms separately. The an-harmonicity of the former and the breaking of the z angular momentum conservation by the latter make it very difficult to obtain simple analytic expressions for the eigensystem for this Hamiltonian. We will hence employ the time independent perturbation theory to determine the corresponding energy corrections.

We consider the hexagonal warping term first. The first-order correction to energy can be obtained as (the superscript (*p*) indicates that this energy correction is due to the hexagonal warping) .

Since the first-order energy correction is zero, we consider the second-order energy correction

(Note that the summations in the above expression operate only on the primed variables). After some algebraic manipulation, we have

We now consider the in-plane magnetization. Rewriting  = *M*(cos(*ϕ*~*m*~)*σ*~*x*~ + sin(*ϕ*~*m*~)*σ*~*y*~), we have, after some algebraic manipulations,

The first-order energy correction due to vanishes while the second-order energy correction (the superscript (*m*) denotes energy correction due to magnetization) is

The complete energy spectrum is therefore

The exact energy spectrum can be computed by numerically diagonalizing H written as a numerical matrix in the \|*n, T(B*), ↑ (↓)〉 basis. For our numerical calculations we work in units where the numerical value of *v*~*F*~ = *ħ* = *e* = 1, and energy is measured in electron volts. We show in [Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"} that there are parameter ranges where our analytic second-order energy corrections reproduce the exact energy corrections reasonably well when either one or both hexagonal warping and in-plane magnetization are present. In general, the magnitude of the energy correction due to the in-plane magnetization decreases with increasing magnitude of the applied magnetic field, while that for the hexagonal warping increases with the magnitude of the field.

We note in passing that our expressions for the energy correction due to in-plane magnetization do not reproduce the exact energy correction very well when the magnetization is of comparable or larger magnitude than the inter-surface coupling Δ~*t*~. This is because a quantum phase transition occurs when \|*M*\| ≥ \|Δ~*t*~\|[@b16], beyond which a perturbative approach to calculating the magnetization energy correction fails.

Quantum capacitance in magnetized TI
====================================

There are many works reporting quantum capacitance measurements in carbon nanotubes and mono-and bi-layer graphene systems[@b39][@b40][@b41][@b42][@b43], which can form the basis for high-performance field effect transistors[@b44][@b45]. In this present analysis, we are interested in the quantum capacitance in an ultra-thin TI/FM system with hexagonal warping and/or in-plane magnetization. Before we start, let us first define what a quantum capacitor is. The usual classical capacitor formula for a parallel plate capacitor cannot be used when one plate of a parallel plate capacitor has a low DOS. Instead, we need to consider another contribution of the capacitor in series to the electrical capacitor. This extra contribution is the measure of the DOS at the Fermi energy and can be defined as[@b35][@b40][@b46][@b47][@b48]

where *Q* is the charge density due to electrons and n is the carrier concentration at the Fermi energy[@b35][@b46][@b47][@b48].

To compute the quantum capacitance, we need to first calculate the DOS *D(E*) in presence of the magnetic field and magnetization (see [Supplementary Information](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) at the Fermi energy. It is to be noted here that the Fermi energy is the reference energy for the measurement of the quantum capacitance as we need to find out the shift of the Fermi energy due to the transfer of charge from the metallic conductor to the low DOS TI material. If the TI is introduced as one of the electrodes of the capacitor, the total capacitance *C* is significantly changed due to the electronic compressibility. The extra piece of the capacitance *C*~*Q*~ is a direct measure of the DOS at the Fermi energy *E*~*F*~.

Quantum capacitance (*C*~*Q*~) is readily defined as

where *E*~*F*~ the Fermi energy and *D*~*T*~ is the temperature dependent DOS,

Here, *f(E*) is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function. In the limit of zero temperature, *D*~*T*=0~ = *D(E*~*F*~), since the Fermi distribution approaches a Heaviside step function. Substituting the expressions for values (see [Supplementary Information](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for details), we obtain

This final expression of quantum capacitance shows the dependence on the magnetization term and also on the warping parameter. We stress that the expression above is derived by analytically summing over an *infinte* numbers of states, and is derived by substituting our expression for the second-order correction to the energy as an approximation to the exact eigenenergies in the presence of the in-plane magnetization and/or hexagonal warping. We showed in [Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"} that the second order expression for the energy is a good approximation to the numerically calculated exact eigenenergies.

We show in [Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"} the quantum capacitance *C*~*Q*~(*E*) at exemplary values of Γ~0~ for the three sets of parameters as in [Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"} as well as the relative change in the quantum capacitance compared to the clean system where both the hexagonal warping and in-plane magnetization are absent. (The difference between *C*~*Q*~(*E*) and are not large enough for the difference between their plots to be visibly evident at the scale of the plots). Panel (c) shows that the peaks in the quantum capacitance occur at the discrete energy values of the Landau level states as expected. The pairs of closely-spaced Landau levels visible in panel (c) correspond to pairs of \|*n, α, s*〉 states with the same *n* and *α* indices but different values of *s* = ±1. At small values of energy, the energy splitting between these pairs of states is large enough for the quantum capacitance to exhibit two separate peaks for *s* = ±1 for a given *n* and *α*, but as the energy magnitude increases the two peaks merge into a single broad peak.

Some features in the relative change in the quantum capacitance can be related to the DOS peaks which in turn correspond to the discrete energies of the \|*n, α, s*〉 states. Panel (e) shows that the hexagonal warping leads to a decrease in the quantum capacitance compared to the clean system. The extent of this decrease increases with energy, and step jumps occur at the energy values where new Landau states emerge. Although both hexagonal warping and in-plane magnetization are present in panel (f), the relative quantum capacitance change there is dominated by the in-plane magnetization. Unlike the hexagonal warping which leads only to a monotonic decrease in the quantum capacitance, the emergence of states with opposite signs of s have opposite effects on the quantum capacitance. This leads to the oscillation of the quantum capacitance change in panel (f) where the local magnitude peaks in the quantum capacitance change correspond to the energies of the \|*n, α, s*〉 eigenstates.

The effects of the hexagonal warping has already been studied at some length in an earlier work by some of the authors[@b17]. We focus here instead on the effect of the in-plane magnetization on the quantum capacitance. The change in the quantum capacitance due to the in-plane magnetization happens to be 0 for the parameters in panel (a) of [Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}. The quantum capacitance change due to the magnetization is, in general, finite as we will show shortly. Let us first explain why the quantum capacitance change is zero for this particular set of parameters.

The quantum capacitance can be written in the form of (see the [Supplementary Information](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}),

where

Notice that *s* appears in *c(α, s*) only inside the cos terms. When the difference between with *s* = 1 and *s* = −1 is an integer, i.e.

we have *c(α, s* = 1) = *c(α, s* = −1) so that the *c(α, s*) term can be factorized out to give

The two terms on the last line have the same magnitude but opposite signs (even when [Eq. 14](#eq41){ref-type="disp-formula"} is not satisfied) so they cancel each other out and Eq. 15 evaluates to zero. The set of parameters for [Fig. 3(a)](#f3){ref-type="fig"} satisfies [Eq. 14](#eq41){ref-type="disp-formula"} and hence the quantum capacitance change is zero.

On the other hand when [Eq. 14](#eq41){ref-type="disp-formula"} is not satisfied [Eq. 13](#eq37){ref-type="disp-formula"} can no longer be factorized as per Eq. 15 because *c(α, s* = 1) ≠ *c(α, s* = −1), and we do obtain a finite quantum capacitance change. This is illustrated in [Fig. 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"} which shows the relative quantum capacitance change for the same parameter set as in [Fig. 3(a,d)](#f3){ref-type="fig"} except for the magnitude of the magnetic field. Most of the features in panel (a) of the figure are qualitatively similar to that in panel (f) of [Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}. A new feature evident in [Fig. 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"} is that the magnitude of the relative quantum capacitance change oscillates with the magnetic field. In particular, there are values of *B* in which the quantum capacitance change is zero. Panel (b) of the figure shows that these values of *B* correspond to those which satisfy [Eq. 14](#eq41){ref-type="disp-formula"} -- the vertical green lines, representing those values of B where the mod jumps to 0 when is integer, coincides with the values of *B* where the quantum capacitance change is zero.

Conclusion
==========

In this paper we have considered the influence of the hexagonal warping and in-plane magnetization in a FM/TI thin film system with an out-of-plane magnetic field on the DOS of the system. The quantum capacitance, which is the measure of the DOS at Fermi energy shows some oscillations when plotted against the Fermi energy with the peaks corresponding to the discrete Landau levels. The hexagonal warping always leads to a decrease in the quantum capacitance with the magnitude of the decrease increasing with the energy difference from the charge neutrality point. By contrast the sign and magnitude of the quantum capacitance change due to the in-plane magnetization oscillate with the energy, and goes to zero for all energies when [Eq. 14](#eq41){ref-type="disp-formula"} is satisfied.
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![A schematic diagram of the system under investigation consisting of a TI thin film under an adjoining FM layer with an in-plane magnetization subjected to an out-of-plane magnetic field.\
The dotted boxes represent the source, drain and gate terminals in a typical quantum capacitance experimental setup connected to a capacitance bridge[@b40].](srep45016-f1){#f1}

![The asterisks in the top panels (a,c,e) depict the energy spectrum of the low energy states in a TI thin film system where both the hexagonal warping and in-plane magnetization are absent. The open circles in these panels indicate the exact energy spectrum calculated (**a**) when only in-plane magnetization is present, (**b**) only hexagonal warping is present and (**c**) both hexagonal warping and in-plane magnetizations are present. The lower panels (b,d,f) depict the exact energy corrections (open circles) and approximate second-order energy corrections (dots) for the respective panels above them. (The parameters (Δ*t*, Δ*z, λ, M, B*) are for (**a**,**b**) (0.02, 0.05, 0, 0.005, 10^−4^), (**c**,**d**) (0.02, 0.05, 0.01, 0, 0.1) and (**e**,**f**) (0.05, 0.02, 0.005, 0.001, 0.01) with units of eV for Δ~*t*~Δ~*z*~ and *M*, eV nm^3^ for *λ* and T for *B*).](srep45016-f2){#f2}

![The top row (**a**--**c**) shows the quantum capacitance *C*~*Q*~ for the same set of parameters as in [Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"} where (**a**) only in-plane magnetization is present, (**b**) only hexagonal warping is present and (**c**) both hexagonal warping and in-plane magnetization are present. The horizontal black lines in (**c**) indicate the energy values assumed by the discrete \|*n, α, s*〉 states. Explicitly, the parameters (Δ*t*, Δ~*z*~, *λ, M, B*, Γ~0~) are for (**a**) (0.02, 0.05, 0, 0.005, 10^−4^, 0.001) (**b**) (0.02, 0.05, 0.01, 0, 0.1, 0.03) and (**c**) (0.05, 0.02, 0.005, 0.001, 0.01, 0.01). The bottom row (**d**--**e**) shows the change in the quantum capacitance of their corresponding upper rows relative to their respective clean quantum capacitance in the absence of both in-plane magnetization and hexagonal warping. The dotted lines joining panels (b,e) and (c,f), emphasise that features mentioned in the text in these panels emerge at the same energies.](srep45016-f3){#f3}

![Panel (**a**) shows the relative quantum capacitance change due to the in-plane magnetization as a function of the energy and the magnetic field with the same set of parameters as [Fig. 3(a)](#f3){ref-type="fig"} except for the magnitude of the magnetic field. Panel (**b**) shows the relative quantum capacitance change at *E* = 0.02 eV (indicated by the dotted line in panel (a)) as a function of the magnetic field (the left axis), and (right axis) the fractional part of 2ΔΔ~*t*~/, mod where mod (*a, b*) is the modulus of *a* divided by *b*.](srep45016-f4){#f4}
